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ABSTRACT

The concept of this paper is to develop idea of multipurpose machine as by conducting various operation on same machine, using single operating system. Here, in this machine there is a electric motor which is connected to the pulleys driven by belt (more than one pulley for various speed). The pulley is connected with the shaft which rotate in circular motion and to this shaft circular tools are connected as per required operation as circular saw cuts wooden pieces, pipe cutter will cuts iron rod or iron hollow pipe, grinding circular wheel grinds the job, polishing wheel polishes the job etc. more types of tools and the operation can be done on the same machine. The idea of this machine is to motivate small scale household units for ex. Furniture making, office table, Chair, show case for wedding ceremony etc. with low cost machines with multipurpose operation done on same machine.
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Introduction

This multipurpose machine is a working machine and is successfully manufacturing furniture and show items and also won first prize in district level. The concept behind this idea is to combine the various tools operation working on same operating system of a single machine. This machine is very useful for small scale household industrial units. This machine can produce furniture from wood, hollow pipes for decoration types of jobs. By this concept I want to appeal to the machine manufacturer such machines for those classes who could not effort to higher costly machine. India is the agriculture base economy country when the crop fail due to natural calamities for the farmer there is no alternative source of live hood. Also the youth from the metros are unemployed with also having good skill with them. This machine will rightly serve the purpose of the farmer and the unemployed youth with the low cost machine which is functioning multipurpose operation. The manufacturer of the machine should look into this matter as instead of selling few costly machine to the some industrialist, we can sell mass low cost machine to the major population in turn will earn huge profit and also fulfill engineer’s social responsibility for the mankind. In India Govt. is running “skill India project” under which they are providing finance and also opportunities for the youth for self entrepreneurship.

Working Principle

Here the as shown in the figure, the shaft is rotated in circular motion by electric motor, to the shaft various circular tools are connected which rotate in circular motion and conduct various operations.
Parts : As per mentioned in the fig. I, II, III, IV, V.

MULTIPURPOSE LOW COST MACHINE

Working

As shown in fig. I, II, III, IV and V we can vary well see simple design of the machine where there is a iron frame structure on which the electric motor is set on the iron platform which is connected to the step pulley of the shaft through belt. Here the shaft is in the sliding bearing case and to the shaft with the help of washer and nut the various blade are connected. As the motor runs the rotating moment through belt is conveyed to shaft and shaft rotates in the circular motions and conducts the operation. The electric motor can be selected of various horse power as per the work load. The pulley is on the shaft are step pulley and which gives speed variation. The job is feeded as per shown in the fig. from left side. There is a moveable guard with glass which protects the worker from the flames coming from while job cutting. The circular blade of saw cuts the wooden species, the pipe circular cutter cuts the hollow pipe and also cuts iron pieces as per the needs, grinding wheel grind the job, and polishing wheel polishes the job. In this way various operation can be conducted on the same machine. The circular tool can be change just by removing the nut and the washer and replacing the next circular and again tighting the washer and the nut.

Economic Analysis:

The machine is very low cost as the basic frames structure is of iron costing 1000/- Rs. The electric motor of 2 Horse Power costing 2000/- Rs., sliding bearing and the shaft costing 1500/- Rs., belt 100/- Rs., various circular blade costing from 800 to 2000/- Rs. each. Total machine is costing approximately 8700/- Rs. which is in the world market approximately of 125 Dollars.
Summery & Conclusion / Result

It is practically successful working machine we have produced thousand of Chairs and furniture for various institute. The profit gain was distribute among the student of the colleges which make the work successful. In the figure 6 & 7 also shows the combination work done on a single machine as the fig. 6 shows the sugar cane juice extracting machine where in on the same machine to juice extraction node can be designed. Secondly fig. 7 shows the machine which can grind the wheat floor as well grass cutting and also grain separating combination can be done on the same operating system.
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